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Abstract
This paper investigates macroscopic behavior by establishing the relation between collective action
with microscopic individual action. Our model is particularly valuable on helping to understand
situations where macroscopic behavior does not seem intuitively to be consistent with the
underlying individual actions. We especially focus on the collective action emerged through
interactions among heterogeneous agents. We formulate the large-scale and repeated population
games where agents myopically evolve their actions. We obtain the micro-macro dynamics by
relating individual actions and the collective action. We observe phenomena such as how each
agent's action combines with the actions of others to produce the macro behavior, and some times
unanticipated results.
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1 Introduction

There are strong interests in many disciplines to answer the following questions: how do
individuals with heterogeneous micromotives or micro-worlds generate self-organized global
macroscopic orders or regalities [2][14]. However, there has been no natural methodology for
systematically studying highly heterogeneous populations of dynamics. In a traditional ordinary
differential equation model of an epidemic, for instance, the total population is divided into
subpopulation. These subgroups are then treated as homogeneous, and nothing distinguishes one
member from another. Similarly, in ecosystem models of predators and prey, homogeneity is
assumed within each species [7].

Much recent literature on collective behavior has reacted against the older notion that
irrationality is the key to explanation [12]. They agree that collective behavior often results from
rational, sometimes calculated action.　For instance, Schelling describes models of binary choice
situation where full utility functions are given explicitly [14]. Most of his analysis, however,
requires every agent to have the same function, but see the brief discussion of how one might relax
this limitation. The time sequence of choices is also not treated.

In this paper, we aim at discovering fundamental local or micro mechanisms that are
sufficient to generate the macroscopic structures of interest [9][10]. This type of self-organization is
often referred as collective orders emerge from the bottom up [1][8]. Understanding how simple
local rules give rise to collective structure is a central goal of the sciences of complexity. In the
science of complexity, we would call a stable macroscopic or aggregate pattern induced as an
emergent structure [3].

In the simplest form of our model, agents are born with internal models and their rules of
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behaviors, termed as local rules. We also assume the rational agents, who maximize their
exogenous utility or interests. Their optimal behaviors are both purposive and contingent in the
sense that their rational decision rules depend on their internal attributes as well as how do others
behave. To that extent our model can be characterized as methodologically individualists [3][4][6].
However, our model differs from the individualist camp insofar as we claim that the collective
structures or orders that emerge can have feedback effects in the agent population, altering the
behaviors of agents.

We will argue here that knowing preferences, motives, or beliefs of agents can only provide a
necessary but not a sufficient condition for the explanation of outcomes of the collective action. We
also need a model of how agents interact with the others and aggregate. We obtain the relation
between agents’ rational decisions (micro behaviors) and the collective decision (macro behavior)
as the nonlinear dynamics. We then investigate these nonlinear dynamics by simulations.

Sometimes the analysis of the collective behavior is difficult, and it is inconclusive. But even
an inconclusive analysis warn against jumping to conclusions about the behavior of aggregates
from what one knows or can guess about agent interests or motivations, or jumping to conclusions
about agent intentions from the observations of aggregates. We use the term emergent to denote
stable macroscopic patterns arising from the local rules of agents. We describe situations in which
the interaction of many individuals produces some kind of coherent, systematic behavior. Since it
emerges from the bottom up, we point it as an example of self-organization. The surprise consists
precisely in the emergence of macrostructure from the bottom up, which is from simple local rules
that outwardly appear quite remote from the collective phenomena they generate. In short, it is not
the emergent macroscopic object per se that is surprising, but the generative sufficiency of the
simple local rules.

2 Formulation of Interactions as 2 2×  Heterogeneous Games

In this section, we provide evolutionary explanations of the collective action motivated by the
works of the population game. The evolutionary consideration is taken to model the dynamics of
the collective action. The growing literature on evolutionary models, however, treats agents as
automata, merely responding to changing environments without deliberating about individuals’
decisions [4][6][7][13][15]. Within the scope of our model, we include models in which agents
make deliberate decisions by applying rational procedures, and which also guide their reasoning
about what to do and also how to decide.

The best-developed formal account of rational action in interdependent environments is given
by game theory [3][6]. The actions of a large number of agents can be set into the analysis of a two-
person heterogeneous game in which each agent with his idiosyncratic payoff or utility plays
against all the others taken collectively as shown in Fig.1.
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Agent A A population of agents

Fig.1: A model of interactions in large

We consider two populations of agents, G A i NA i A= ≤ ≤{ ; }1  and G B i NB i B= ≤ ≤{ ; }1 . We
assume that there are many numbers of random matches between two populations. Each agent of
both populations has two strategies S1  and S2 . A pair of agents A and B randomly chosen from the
population GA  and GB  is matched. The payoff matrix, which describes the outcome of the
interaction between them, is given in Table 1. Here we assume that each agent in GA  and GB  has
different payoffs (U A

i , UB
i , i = 1 3 4,2, , ). There are two features that distinguish our approach from

traditional approaches. First, each agent is not assumed to be rational. Second, each agent is not
assumed to be knowledgeable enough to correctly anticipate the other agents’ choices. He only
cares about the distribution of behavioral pattern of agents in an organization. As shown in Fig.1, at
any given moment, a small fraction of the population is exogenously given opportunities to observe
the exact distribution in the population, and to take the best response against it.

Table 1: The payoff matrix
  Agent B

Agent A
S1 S2

S1

UB
1

U A
1

UB
3

UA
2

S2

UB
2

U A
3

UB
4

UA
4

Let’s suppose the proportion of agents having chosen S1  in the population GA  at time t is
given by x t( ) ( ( ) )0 1≤ ≤x t . Similarly, the proportion of agents in the population GB  having
chosen S1  at the same time is given by y t( ) ( ( ) )0 1≤ ≤y t . The expected utilities of agent A and
agent B when they choose S1  and S2  are given as follows:

U S y t U y t UA A A( ) ( ) ( ( ))1
1 21= + − , U S y t U y t UA A A( ) ( ) ( ( ))2

3 41= + −

U S x t U x t UB B B( ) ( ) ( ( ))1
1 21= + − , U S x t U x t UB B B( ) ( ) ( ( ))2

3 41= + −                  (2.1)

Agents are assumed to be rational, that is, they act so as to maximize their utility. Therefore, agent
A may choose S1  at time t +1 if

y t U y t U y t U y t UA A A A( ) ( ( )) ( ) ( ( ))1 2 3 41 1+ − ≥ + −                                    (2.2)
His rational decision is then described as the function of the common knowledge y t( )  and his
private attributes U U UA A A

1 2 3, ,  and UA
4  as follows:
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(i) y t U U U U U UA A A A A A( ) ( ) / ( )≥ − + − −4 2 1 4 2 3 : chooses S1

(ii) y t U U U U U UA A A A A A( ) ( ) / ( )< − + − −4 2 1 4 2 3 : chooses S2                            (2.3)
These observations imply that each agent’s rational decision can be characterized by his
idiosyncratic payoff (U A

i , i = 1 3 4,2, , ) and the current status of collective decision y t( ) .
We aggregate the parameters in the payoff matrix in Table 1 as follows:
 α i i iU U= −1 3 , β i i iU U= −4 2 , i A B= ,                                         (2.4)

Since the payoff matrix in Table 1 can be equivalently transformed into the matrix in Table 2, the
2 2×  games in Table 1 and Table 2 become to be the same. Therefore, from now on, we use the
modified payoff matrix as given in Table 2.
  

Table 2: Transformed payoff matrix
  Agent B

Agent A
S1 S2

S1

α B

α A

0
0

S2
0

0
β B

β A

The rational decision rules of agents in the population GA  and GB  are then described as
follows;
(A) Agent A in the population GA

(i) If y t A A A( ) / ( )≥ +β α β : chooses S1

(ii) If y t A A A( ) / ( )< +β α β :chooses S2 ,                             (2.5)
(B) Agent B in the population GB

(i) If x t B B B( ) / ( )≥ +β α β : chooses S1

(ii) If x t A A A( ) / ( )< +β α β :chooses S2 ,                             (2.6)
The common knowledge x t( ) and y t( )  of the populations GA  and GB , representing the

current status of the collective decision, give a significant effect on agents’ rational decisions.

3 Classification of 2 2×  Games

Depending on the signs of the parameters α i , β i  (i A B= , ) in the modified matrix in Table 2, we
can classify 2 2×  games into the following three types.
 (1) Coordination games

If all parameters in the payoff matrix in Table 2 are positive, i.e.,
α i > 0, β i > 0 , i A B= ,                                                    (3.1)

then this is the well-known coordination games [3][6]. In this case, if both agents coincide their
strategies, they can get the payoff, otherwise they receive nothing.

We now define the threshold θ i  defined from the payoff in Table 2 as follows:
β α β θi i i i/ ( )+ ≡ , i A B= ,                                                  (3.2)

Since we assume that each agent in the population GA  and GB  has different values of α i , β i ,
i A B= , , their thresholds also different.

Each agent’s rational decision rule given in (2.5) and (2.6) are then described as follows:
(A) For agent A in the population GA ,
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(i) If y t A( ) ≥ θ : chooses S1

(ii) If y t A( ) < θ : chooses S2                                            (3.3)
(B) For agent B in the population GB ,

(i) If x t B( ) ≥ θ : chooses S1

(ii) If x t B( ) < θ : chooses S2                                            (3.4)

(2) Strategic complementary games
If the parameters in the payoff matrix in Table 2 are negative, i.e.,
α i < 0, β i < 0 , i A B= ,                                                    (3.5)

this is the case of well–known chicken games [3]. Using the equation in (2.2), the rational decision
rules of agents are given as follows:
(A) For agent A in the population GA ,

(i) If y t A( ) ≤ θ : chooses S1

(ii) If y t A( ) > θ : chooses S2                                            (3.6)
(B) For agent B in the population GB ,

(i) If x t B( ) ≤ θ : chooses S1

(ii) If x t B( ) > θ : chooses S2                                            (3.7)

(3) Vicious circle games
We now consider the following asymmetric situation with the opposite signs of the

parameters,
α βA B, > 0, α βB B, < 0                                                    (3.8)

In this case, agent A in the population GA  plays a coordination game, but his partner, agent B in the
population GB  plays a strategic complementary game. We call this type of games as vicious circle
games.

Let’s suppose the proportion of agents GA  having chosen S1  at time t is given by x t( ).
Similarly the proportion of agents in the population GB  having chosen S1  at the same time is given
by y t( ) . The rational decision rules of agents in both populations are then given as follows;
(A) For agent A in the population GA ,

(i) If y t A( ) ≥ θ : chooses S1

(ii) If y t A( ) < θ : chooses S2                                            (3.9)
(B) For agent B in the population GB ,

(i) If x t B( ) ≤ θ : chooses S1

(ii) If x t B( ) > θ : chooses S2                                           (3.10)
Agents are assumed to be rational – that is, given their preferences or payoffs, and their

perception of their situations, they act so as to maximize their utility. However, the crucial concept
for describing heterogeneity among them are their threshold. A threshold model in our model treats
situations where each agent has two alternatives and the costs and benefits of each depend on how
many other agents choose which alternative. A threshold model takes the elements of collective
behavior which game theory handles only with difficulty and makes them central: substantial
heterogeneity of preferences and interdependence of decisions over time. This is possible because
the n-dimensional payoff matrix can be replaced by a one-dimensional vector of threshold, one for
each agent. When an agent is activated because his threshold satisfies his rational rule, this becomes
to be the same situation where he acts so as to maximize his utility.
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4 Micro-Macro Dynamics

4.1 MMD for Coordination Games
In this section, we analyze the long-run behavior of collective actions. Any two pair of agents’ are
randomly chosen form each population and they are repeatedly matched to play a 2 2×  game. We
especially investigate the phenomena how each agent’s rational decision combines with the
decisions of the others to produce self-organized regularity or macro behavior.

We consider several distribution functions of threshold. We then develop the model that
allows calculation of the ultimate or equilibrium collective behavior. We denote the number of
agents with the threshold value θ i  in the population Gi  by ni ( )θ ,i A B= , , and these functions are
defined as the distribution function of threshold. The proportion of the agents in the population Gi

whose thresholds are less than θ  is given by
F n Ni i k

k
i( ) ( ) /θ θ

θ θ
= ∑

≤
, i A B= ,           　　　　　　　　　　　　　                    (4.1)

These functions are also defined as the cumulative distribution function.
We now describe the dynamic evolutionary process of collective behavior. The proportion of

agents in the population GB  having chosen S1  at time t is denoted by y t( ) . Let’s suppose each
agent in GA  assumes that the same proportion of agents in GB  may choose S1  at t +1. From
rational decision rules in (3.3), the proportion of agents in the population GA  who choose S1  at
t +1th is then given by F y tA ( ( )) . Therefore, the dynamic change of x t( ) is given by the following
equation:

x t F y tA( ) ( ( ))+ =1  　　　　　　　　　　　　　　                        　　　　　　     (4.2)
Similarly, the dynamic change of y t( )  that represents the proportion of agents who choose S1  in
the population GB  is also given by following equation:

y t F x tB( ) ( ( ))+ =1                                                         (4.3)
The aim of our model presented here is to predict, starting from any initial value of x( )0  and

y( )0 , the ultimate proportion of making the same decision. Mathematically, the question is of
finding equilibria of the dynamics in (4.2) and (4.3). The collective decision at equilibrium is
characterized by the fixed point of the cumulated distribution functions, which are given by

x F yA
* *( )=

y F xB
* *( )=                                                              (4.4)

As a specific example, we consider the distribution function of the threshold given in Fig.2
(a). The dynamic changes of x t( ) and y t( )  are shown in Fig.3, starting from several initial values
of them. If the initial values of x( )0  and y( )0  are low (less than 0.35), ( x t( ), y t( ) ) converge to
(0,0), and every agent in both populations finally chooses S2 . If the initial values are high (more
than 0.65), ( x t( ), y t( ) ) converge to (1,1), and every agent chooses S1 . On the other hand, if the
initial values are middle (between 0.35 and 0.65), ( x t( ), y t( ) ) are cycled between 0 and 1. That
means at some stage all agents choose S1  and at the next stage they choose S2 . We also consider
the distribution functions as shown in Fig.4. The evolutionary processes of collective action are
shown in Fig.5. In this case, all agents of both populations finally choose S1 .

All these examples have considerable intuitive appeal since they display situations where
rational individual action, in pursuit of well-defined preferences, leads to outcomes undesirable to
the agents or surprising. One may reasonably wonder whether there are not situations where the
behavior of individuals cannot usefully be summed up and predicted by the proportions of others
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who engage in one or another of two possible behaviors.
The above evolutionary process of collective action is also guided by the self-interest seeking

of agents. The mechanism has a strong similarity to the nature of a self-organizing and growing
process. The growth starts from the set of the unstructured decision, with many different types of
self-interested agents with heterogeneous motivations or interests. However, they are let to self-
organize into the whole collective decision by establishing some stable collective decision as a
whole. The resulting collective action may or may not maximize anyone’s overall utility. From the
distribution of thresholds alone, nothing can be said about this. Thresholds do not give information
about the utility to an individual of each possible equilibrium outcome.

4.2 MMD for Strategic Complementary Games
We now consider the large scale strategic complementary games. By the definition of the
cumulative distribution function Fi ( )θ  (i A B= , ) in (4.1), and the rational decision rules in (3.6) and
(3.7), we have the following dynamics: The proportions of agents having chosen S1  at t +1 are
given by 1− F y tA ( ( )) and 1− F x tB ( ( )) respectively. Then, the dynamic change of x t( ) and y t( )
are given by the following equations:

x t F y tA( ) ( ( ))+ = −1 1
y t F x tB( ) ( ( ))+ = −1 1                                                      (4.5)

The collective decision at equilibrium is characterized by the fixed point of the cumulative
distribution function, which is defined as

x F yA
* *( )= −1

y F xB
* *( )= −1                                                            (4.6)

We consider the distribution functions of threshold ni ( )θ ,i A B= ,  as given in Fig.6. The
dynamic changes of x t( ) and y t( )  are shown in Fig.7, starting from several initial values of them.
If the initial values are middle (between 0.35 and 0.65), ( x t( ), y t( ) ) converge to (0.5,0.5), and
halves of both populations chooses S1  and S2  respectively. On the other hand, if the initial values
are low (between 0.15 and 0.35), x t( ) is cycled between 0 and 0.5 and y t( )  is cycled between 0.5
and 1. That means that at some stage, all agents in the population GA  choose S2  and a half in the
population GB  choose S1 . At the next stage, a half of the population GA  choose S1  and all agents
in the population GB  choose S1 . Similarly, if the initial values are high (between 0.65 and 0.85),
x t( ) is cycled between 0.5 and 1 and y t( )  is cycled between 0 and 0.5. That means, suppose all
agents in the population GA  choose S1  and a half of agents in the population GB  choose S1  at
some stage. At the next stage, a half of agents in the population GA  choose S1  and all of the
population GB  choose S2 .

If the initial values are very low (less than 0.15), ( x t( ), y t( ) ) are cycled between 0 and 1.
That means, all agents choose S1  at some stage, then all agents change their decisions to S2  at the
next stage. Similarly, if the initial values are very high (greater than 0.85), ( x t( ), y t( ) ) are cycled
between 0 and 1.

For distribution functions of threshold as shown in Fig.8, the evolutionary process of
collective behavior is shown in Fig.9. It is shown that all agents in the population GA  finally
choose S1 , on the other hand, all agents in the population GB  choose S2 .

4.3 MMD for Vicious Circle Games
We now describe the MMD for Vicious Circle games. By the definition of the cumulative
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distribution functions Fi ( )θ , i A B= ,  in (4.1), and the rational decision rule in (3.9) and (3.10), we
have the following dynamics: The proportions of agents who choose S1  in the populations GA  and
GB  at t +1 are given by F x tA ( ( ))  and 1− F x tB ( ( ))  respectively. Then, the dynamic change of
x t( ) and y t( )  are given as by the following equation:

x t F y tA( ) ( ( ))+ =1
y t F x tB( ) ( ( ))+ = −1 1                                                      (4.7)

The collective behavior at equilibrium is characterized by the fixed point of the cumulative
distribution functions, which is defined by

x F yA
* *( )=

y F xB
* *( )= −1                                                            (4.8)

We consider the distribution functions of threshold ni ( )θ ,i A B= ,  as given in Fig.10. The
dynamic changes of x t( ) and y t( )  are shown in Fig.11, starting from several initial values. If the
initial values of x( )0  and y( )0  are low (less than 0.5), both x t( ) and y t( )  are cycled between 0
and 1. That means, all agents in the populations GA  in GB chooseS2  at some stage. And the next
stage, agents in the population GA  choose the same S2 , all agents in the population GB  choose S1 .
At the next stage, all agents in the population GA  choose S1  and all agents in the population GB

choose the same S1 . Similarly, if the initial values of x( )0  and y( )0  are high (greater than 0.5),
x t( ) is cycled between 0 and 1 and y t( )  is also cycled between 0 and 1. For distribution functions
of thresholds as shown in Fig.12, the evolutionary process collective actions are shown in Fig.13.
In this case, a half of agents of both populations finally choose S1 .
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Fig.2: The distribution functions of threshold of GA(nA ( )θ ) and GB (nB ( )θ )

  
Fig.3: The proportions of agents having chosen S1 : x t( ) (GA), y t( )  (GB )

  
Fig.4: The distribution functions of threshold of GA(nA ( )θ ) and GB (nB ( )θ )
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Fig.5: The proportions of agents having chosen S1 : x t( ) (GA), y t( )  (GB )

(2) Complementary Games

  
Fig.6: The distribution functions of threshold of GA(nA ( )θ ) and GB (nB ( )θ )

  
Fig.7: The proportions of agents having chosen S1 : x t( ) (GA), y t( )  (GB )
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Fig.8: The distribution functions of threshold of GA(nA ( )θ ) and GB (nB ( )θ )

  
Fig.9: The proportions of agents having chosen S1 : x t( ) (GA), y t( )  (GB )

(3) Vicious Circle Games

  
Fig.10: The distribution functions of threshold of GA(nA ( )θ ) and GB (nB ( )θ )
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Fig.11: The proportions of agents having chosen S1 : x t( ) (GA), y t( )  (GB )

  
Fig.12: The distribution functions of threshold of GA(nA ( )θ ) and GB (nB ( )θ )

  
Fig.13: The proportions of agents having chosen S1 : x t( ) (GA), y t( )  (GB )
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated the collective behavior of heterogeneous agents. Each agent was
modeled to be rational in the sense that he sought to optimize his idiosyncratic payoff. We analyzed
large-scale and heterogeneous interactions in a finite population of agents in which agents were
repeatedly matched within a period to play a game. We obtained the relation between each agent's
rational decision (micro behavior) and the collective decision (macro behavior) as the nonlinear
dynamics. We imposed only a weak monotonic condition reflecting the inertia and myopia
hypotheses on the dynamics, which describe the intertemporal changes in the number of agents
playing each strategy. The hypotheses we employed here reflect limited ability (on the agent's part)
to receive, decide, and act upon information they get in the course of interactions. We analyzed also
about collective evolution and showed how the society as a whole learns even when the individuals
composing it do not.

We also provided a methodology for characterizing the nonlinear dynamics between micro
and macro behavior. Sometimes the analysis of the collective behavior was difficult, and it was
inconclusive. But even an inconclusive analysis warned against jumping to conclusions about the
behavior of aggregates from what one knows or can guess about agent interests or motivations, or
jumping to conclusions about agent intentions from the observations of aggregates.
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